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Industrial Control Systems (ICSs) are increasingly the target of multi-phase, sophisticated cyber-attacks called Advanced

Persistent Threats (APTs). The attack’s true purpose is often obfuscated making mounting a defence difficult. ICS APT

attacks use multiple steps to reach their target devices. Causal analysis of anomalies in device logs can help to detect these

attacks in early phases before the final stage of the attacks can be executed against ICS endpoints. Developing causal

relationship graphs for events prior to, during, and after an attack gives insight the operations of the system and can be used

to create a plan-of-action to stop the APT from achieving its final goals.

A causal relationship is defined by: “cause is that which

put, the effect follows; and removed, the effect is

removed”  

The algorithm used detects causality between individual

intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) within a time series [4]. 

The IMFs correspond to different frequencies and

residue which make up the components of the time

series [5]. 

If the attack IMF is removed, then the causal response

from that attack will also be removed. 

There were 128 unique devices used in collecting data

for the operation of the system  [6].

The data recorded is primarily analogue values.

There were 77 unique devices used in collecting data for

the operation of the system [7]. 

The data recorded is a mix of analogue and digital

values.

A. Power System Attack Datasets 

B. Secure Water Treatment (SWaT) Dataset

  The absolute causality score calculated for each device

log ranges from 0 to 1. The higher the threshold score, the

greater the correlation of a time series is to another, and the

more likely it can be recognised by human pattern

recognition.

  Each dataset was sampled at 20%, and the causal

relationships recalculated. The accuracy when compared to

the original dataset is defined as:

(no. similar) / (no. similar + no. different)

  The accuracy was calculated over a range of thresholds to

identify which causal threshold gave the most accurate data. 

A low threshold increases the number of false positive

causal relationships. 

A high threshold may eliminate unoptimized attack data

or reveal no new information about the time series.

Digital devices in ICSs require optimization of the

attack pattern in order to be correctly identified. 

Analogue devices in ICSs where attacks occur over an

extended period do not require optimization.

Determining the required threshold value is essential to

extracting meaningful causal relationships from events in

device logs. 

The threshold value and the no. data points needed to

optimize causal results is dependent on the dataset and

attack types. 

Future work may include investigating the noise level of

different ICSs to better calculate a threshold value which

minimizes the number of false positive causal relationships.
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  The causal algorithm will not find a relationship when the

timeseries is constant. To correctly identify the causal

relationship, data prior to or succeeding the attack scenario

is required.
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II. Aim
Analyse the effectiveness of a causal algorithm in identifying

causal relationships of  ICS APT attacks


